Transcon’s

Premium Beef Bull Sale

Wednesday, MARCH 15, 2017, 1:00 p.m.
Beautiful Plains Ag Complex, Neepawa, MB
Welcome to Transcon’s Premium Beef Bull Sale. Not only is Premium Beef one of the top and longest running sales in Manitoba, but it is now one of the largest.

With cattle buyers paying a premium for the bigger and heavier calves, you cannot afford to miss this sale! These consignors have gone out and done the homework for you. All you have to do is come and get the bull that will improve your herd. The sale is offering a collage of Red, Black and Fullblood Simmentals. This Simmental diversity provides you the opportunity to complete your bull shopping in a one-stop, bull-buying shopping spree and eliminates the need to attend sales of other breeds. While touring the bull pens early this year, we’ve heard a lot of talk about cow families; these bulls come from some great matriarchs that would improve any herd. There will be power bulls for your cow herds and heifer bulls for your fancy heifers. Thick, deep bulls with extra length of spine are what you'll find at Premium Beef.

As with all our sales, the management team will be through the bull pens prior to the sale. It would be our pleasure to assist you in any and all buyer requirements that you may have. Please call us to help you with our industry leading and reputable order buying.

We'll see you in the Neepawa's Beautiful Plains Ag Complex on March 15th.

Cody Haney

Consignors:

Bert’s NR Simmentals 86 - 93
Norbert, Pam, Sammy & Nathan de Rocquigny
Box 147, Haywood, MB R0G 0W0
Ph 204 379-2443 Cell: 204 745-7930
email: npderocquigny@mynetset.ca

Northern Light Simmentals 61 - 85
Neil & Denise Carson
Box 116, Rossburn, MB R0J 1V0
Ph 204 859-2816 Cell: 204 773-6927
email: carson@inetlink.ca  website: simmentalbreeders.ca

RKT Simmentals 26 - 43
Rick, Kyle & Brendon Taylor
Box 1353, Minnedosa, MB R0J 1E0
Rick cell: 204 867-7551 Kyle cell: 204 867-7918
Brendon cell: 204 867-0229 email: kyletaylor_87@msn.com

Schweitzer Simmentals 1 - 25
Cameron, Myrna Schweitzer
Brodie, Stacy & Kolbie McColl
Josh & Ashley Berg
Box 3A-15, Decker, MB R0M 0K0
Ph 204 764-2604 Cam cell: 204/365-6092 Myrna: 204/365-7307
email: schweitz@mymts.net website: simmentalbreeders.ca

Workman Farms 44 - 60
Pat & Greg Workman
Box 224, Minto, MB R0K 2M0
Pat Ph 204 776-2386 204/534-8530 cell
Email: pcatworkman@gmail.com
Greg Ph 204 776-2164 204/724-0564 cell
email: gworkman@mymts.net

Sales management comments

Welcome to Transcon’s Premium Beef Bull Sale. Not only is Premium Beef one of the top and longest running sales in Manitoba, but it is now one of the largest.

With cattle buyers paying a premium for the bigger and heavier calves, you cannot afford to miss this sale! These consignors have gone out and done the homework for you. All you have to do is come and get the bull that will improve your herd. The sale is offering a collage of Red, Black and Fullblood Simmentals. This Simmental diversity provides you the opportunity to complete your bull shopping in a one-stop, bull-buying shopping spree and eliminates the need to attend sales of other breeds. While touring the bull pens early this year, we’ve heard a lot of talk about cow families; these bulls come from some great matriarchs that would improve any herd. There will be power bulls for your cow herds and heifer bulls for your fancy heifers. Thick, deep bulls with extra length of spine are what you'll find at Premium Beef.

As with all our sales, the management team will be through the bull pens prior to the sale. It would be our pleasure to assist you in any and all buyer requirements that you may have. Please call us to help you with our industry leading and reputable order buying.

We'll see you in the Neepawa’s Beautiful Plains Ag Complex on March 15th.

Cody Haney

Cody Haney
403 559-8809

Jay Good
403/556-5563

Darren Paget
403/323-3985

Glenn Norton
780/542-0634

Sandra
Office: 403 638-9377

Jan
Fax: 403 206-7786

Terry
Join us for lunch at 11:30 a.m.

Auctioneer: Don Oberg

Special Representatives: Robert Lind
Joanne Best, Simmental Focus

Sale day phones:
Transcon cells:
Jay Good 403 556-5563
Darren Paget 403 323-3985
Glenn Norton 780 542-0634
Cody Haney 403 559-8809
Sale Barn Phone: 204/476-5394

The EPDs are in the following format:
EPDs: CE BW WW YW MILK MCE MWWT

Now Available!

Transcon Online

View & Bid Online at transconlivestock.com

* Must pre-register a minimum of 24 hours in advance of sale time. Pre-register beginning February 15 at www.transconlivestock.com

* There is a 3% administration fee on all MasterCard and Visa purchases - paid by the buyer.

Delivery

Option A - Bring your trailer to the sale and take your purchase sale day.

Option B - Bulls can be taken back to the sellers and boarded free of charge to April 15/17. After that a $3.00/day charge will apply. All bulls returning to the farms must be insured. All bulls returning to the farms must be picked up.

Option C - Delivery can be provided at cost and as soon as possible after the sale, at the buyers risk and the sellers convenience. We request that all bulls returning to the farm be insured.

Sale Headquarters
Bay Hill Inn & Suites, Neepawa
204 476-8888

Insurance will be available sale day.
Lois McRae, Keystone Livestock Services 204/728-3058

For U.S. Buyers

Our sales are conducted in Canadian funds. The U.S. exchange rate will be available at the settlement desk. Upon successful purchase of an animal, the consignors will assist with the necessary documentation, health exams, brokerage and U.S. custom charges necessary to export your animal to the U.S. An additional fee of $300.00 U.S. per animal will be charged for this service, and is due at time of settlement. Transportation is not included in this amount.

OFFERING 93 BULLS

40 Reds 38 Blacks 15 Fullbloods
88 are polled

Premium Beef Bull Sale

email: transcon@transconlivestock.com
Ph: 403 638-9377  Fax: 403 206-7786
Box 300, Sundre, AB  T0M 1X0

Professionaly managed by
Welcome to the 2017 Premium Beef Bull Sale. We are very pleased and proud of the bulls we have on offer. They are coming along extremely well over the winter and we are confident they will continue to develop into a strong set of young herdsires.

The Transcon group has selected a mix of Fleckvieh Fullbloods which lead off with our IPU Romano 90X sons that have proven themselves over the years and a smart looking Polled Balboa son. The Reds and Blacks are from leading AI Sires, our Crosbyson, CMS Sochi and Master Morgan herdsires, with emphasis on calving ease and explosive growth as they get older.

Thanks again for your continued support. We truly appreciate your business and strive to bring out hard working bulls. The bulls are on a complete vaccination program. Schweitzer Simmentals reserve the right to collect semen for in herd use only on any of our bulls in this sale. Semen would be collected at our expense and the buyers convenience.

Any questions can be directed to us or any of the Transcon Team. Come early and take a look at the bulls at the farm.

“Our Customer Are Our Friends”

**SBSF DURAMAX 20D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1178530-

17 January 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SBSF 20D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMPS PRIICILLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU C3A BONNIE 53M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEL C&amp;B WESTERN 2ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISS KNIGHT 155S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU 23A BONNIE 53M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBSF PRINCESS 6L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAMPS ROMANO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPU ROMANO 90X -735012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU MS LEGEND 42P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROSSTOCK HUGO 7052T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBSF DANIKA 17A -P797129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BW:** 90.  **205D:** 791. **EPDs:** 8.3  2.7  62.4  88.9  34.8  3.7  66.0

---

**SBSF DIRECTOR 27D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1178545-

19 January 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SBSF 27D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMPS PRIICILLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU C3A BONNIE 53M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERMANUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBSF VEGAS 1L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBSF MARNEE 3M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAMPS ROMANO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPU ROMANO 90X -735012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU MS LEGEND 42P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERMANUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBSF VEGAS 1L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BW:** 90.  **205D:** 891. **EPDs:** 8.9  3.4  71.5  100.5  34.5  7.8  70.3

---

SBSF DURAMAX 20D

SBSF DIRECTOR 27D
SBSF DIGGER 21D

- Top 10% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight
- Top 25% of the breed for Milk (28.9)
- Top 35% of the breed for Calving Ease (7.3)
- 21D is one of Myrna's Pets. He just loves extra attention.
- A polled, Full Fleck, Balboa bull that is extra hairy, moderate framed, easy doing and structurally sound. He offers power and volume, is deep bodied and heavily muscled. Digger will add milk and calving ease. This bull's dam is a 1st calf heifer, and we are looking forward to what the future has to offer this young cow. A real beef bull in the making!! Definitely a SALE FEATURE here!

SBSF GOLDMINE 63D

- A SALE FEATURE with a lot going for him
- Top 1% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight
- Top 10% of the breed for Weaning Weight
- Top 10% of the breed for Yearling Weight (112.8)
- Goldmine has that unmistakable herdsire presence to him. A young February bull that possesses extra muscle mass, depth of rib, stoutness and thickness from behind. He is good structured, has high performance traits, is big footed, large scrotaled and is backed by an outstanding cow family! Offspring from 72U has sold to: K & S Simmentals purchased our high selling bull in the 2016 and another to Willie & Heather Glass! What more can we say……… but help yourself here cowboys, this bull will help build a wonderful herd for somebody!!
**SBSF DURANGO 30D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1178546-  SBSF 30D

CHAMPS ROMANO  
IPU ROMANO 90X -735012  
IPU MS LEGEND 42P  
BIG HILLS SUPER HERO 1R  
BIG HILLS LADY HERO 210U -P695942  
AWL TOPGIRL 48R

19 January 2016

SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M  
CHAMPS PRICILLA  
ANCHOR "T" LEGEND 7H  
IPU 23A BONNIE 53M  
BAR 5 SA HERO 623M  
BHR HELGA M328E  
AWL STOUT EISENHERZ 37M  
AWL TOPGIRL 16H

BW: 98.  205D: 885. EPDs:  9.4  3.5  63.7  92.1  35.0  1.4  66.9

--Top 4% of the breed for Milk (35.0)  
--Top 10% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight  
--Top 20% of the breed for Calving Ease (9.4)  
--Durango is a really impressive, stout made, big hipped Romano son with large testes. Offspring off his Hero dam 210U have sold to Creekside Simmentals, Clearbrook Simmentals and Salmon Farms Ltd. 30D will sire calves that will tip the scales down come weaning time, which means more money in your pocket.

**SBSF DRIVER 36D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1178554-  SBSF 36D

CHAMPS ROMANO  
IPU ROMANO 90X -735012  
IPU MS LEGEND 42P  
MFI WHISTLER 5244  
SBSF MS WHISTLER 93Y -760763  
SBSF NOEL 99M  
ANCHOR "T" EMMY 5B  
SBSF LIEUTENANT 5L  
SBSF RILEY 28R -P635024  
ANCHOR "T" VISION 37G  
MFI FANTASIA 20M

21 January 2016

SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M  
CHAMPS PRICILLA  
ANCHOR "T" LEGEND 7H  
IPU 23A BONNIE 53M  
MFI WHISTLER 47L  
ANCHOR "T" EMMY 5B  
SBSF LIEUTENANT 5L  
MISS DPNC 4E

BW: 94.  205D: 822. EPDs:  5.9  3.4  65.8  92.5  33.0  2.8  65.9

--Top 10% of the breed for Milk (33.0)  
--Top 10% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight  
--Above breed averages in Birth Weight, Weaning Weight, & Calving Ease. Another solid colored, goggle eyed Romano son out of a good uddered MFI Whistler cow family. Driver will add an abundance of milk to his calves. Offspring off of 93Y has sold to City View Simmentals

**SBSF DODGER 48D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1180401-  SBSF 48D

CHAMPS ROMANO  
IPU ROMANO 90X -735012  
IPU MS LEGEND 42P  
DFM MARCUS 14M  
SBSF RILEY 28R -P635024  
MFI FANTASIA 20M

25 January 2016

SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M  
CHAMPS PRICILLA  
ANCHOR "T" LEGEND 7H  
IPU 23A BONNIE 53M  
GRINALTA’S GRIDIRON 4033  
DFM KATHLEEN 41K  
ANCHOR "T" VISION 37G  
ANCHOR "T" SABINE 31G

BW: 104.  205D: 872. EPDs:  6.8  5.0  71.1  98.3  31.8  4.4  67.4

--Above the breed percentile rankings in 8 out of 11 areas  
--Top 10% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight  
--Top 15% of the breed for Milk (31.8)  
--Above average for Weaning Weight, Yearling Weight and Calving Ease  
--Longevity is built into this cow family – 2BR is a very fertile cow with a beautiful udder and is a consistent producer. Offspring from this cow have sold to LaBatte Simmentals and the good herd of Creekside Simmentals.  
--Dodger is a moderate framed, eye appealing, Romano bull with extra power, dimension and stoutness in his makeup. He will produce the dark red, moderate framed females with perfect udders and bulls that commercial breeders love!
**SBSF DURRANGO 51D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1180404-  SBSF 51D

CHAMPS ROMANO  
IPU ROMANO 90X -735012  
IPU MS LEGEND 42P

CROSSROAD RADICAL RED697T  
TWIN BRAE RED LADY 60X -P745935  
TWIN BRAE PERFECT ROSE

25 January 2016  
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M  
CHAMPS PRICILLA  
ANCHOR "T" LEGEND 7H  
IPU 23A BONNIE 53M  
DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 4R  
CROSSROAD ROMANO/CCANY161M  
ROYAL RESERVE  
TWIN BRAE DESERT ROSE  

BW: 96.  205D: 898. EPDs:  5.7  4.4  66.4  97.2  34.4  5.5  67.6  

–Top 5% of the breed for Milk (34.4)  
–Top 10% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight  
–Above breed averages in Weaning Weight, Yearling Weight & Calving Ease  
–Durrango will add milk, maternal strength, performance and rib shape to your program. 51D is good structured, high volumed and has a large scrotal circumference. Another bull with a real impressive and our heaviest weaning weight. His dam 60X is fancy, very good natured and uddered with offspring being sold to Corey Desrochers and Brian Johannesson. Her last calf is in the keeper pen.

**SBSF MAXAMUS 53D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1180406-  SBSF 53D

CHAMPS ROMANO  
IPU ROMANO 90X -735012  
IPU MS LEGEND 42P

MRL ALERO 34K  
SBSF MARTA 39M -575358  
BIG SKY AMBER 12J  
BGS HOLLYWOOD 41H  
MRL ALERO 34K  
SBSF MARTA 39M -575358  
BIG SKY AMBER 12J  
BGS HOLLYWOOD 41H  
JAV MS DAYTIME 17F  
GREAT GUNS KARL 17C  
LYNDISFERN ELECTRA

26 January 2016  
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M  
CHAMPS PRICILLA  
ANCHOR "T" LEGEND 7H  
IPU 23A BONNIE 53M  
BGS HOLLYWOOD 41H  
JAV MS DAYTIME 17F  
GREAT GUNS KARL 17C  
LYNDISFERN ELECTRA

BW: 100.  205D: 850. EPDs:  4.6  4.8  72.6  106.0  33.4  5.4  69.7  

–Top 3% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight  
–Top 10% of the breed for Milk (33.4)  
–Top 25% of the breed for Weaning and Yearling Weights  
–Longevity and fertility built in here. Maxamus’ dam is one of the oldest cows on the farm that just keeps producing year after year. 53D is a moderate framed, attractive, goggle eyed young herdsire that will add maternal strength, milk and has lots of performance traits built into his pedigree!

**SBSF ECLIPSE 56D**

**POLLED FULLBLOOD MALE**

-P1180409-  SBSF 56D

CHAMPS ROMANO  
IPU ROMANO 90X -735012  
IPU MS LEGEND 42P

PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T  
SBSF MISSY 40A -P797141  
SBSF MS WHISTLER 98X  
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M  
CHAMPS PRICILLA  
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H  
IPU 23A BONNIE 53M  
HERMANUS  
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R  
MFI WHISTLER 5244  
SBSF PAULETTE 26P

30 January 2016  
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M  
CHAMPS PRICILLA  
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H  
IPU 23A BONNIE 53M  
HERMANUS  
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R  
MFI WHISTLER 5244  
SBSF PAULETTE 26P

BW: 90.  205D: 937. EPDs:  7.8  3.8  66.2  91.3  31.8  4.7  64.9  

–Top 15% of the breed for Milk (31.8)  
–Top 15% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight  
–Top 30% of the breed for Calving Ease (7.8)  
–A bull that is above breed average for Birth Weight and Weaning Weight  
–Eclipse is a Polled/Scurred Romano son out of a good uddered, fancy Hugo dam.  
–56D displays ample muscle mass and rib capacity, along with the overall shape and stoutness that can be hard to find in a sire with ease of calving. A bull that possesses lots of length and a smooth, tucked in shoulder.
**SBSF APPOLLO 57D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1180410-

Champs Romano  
IPU Romano 90X-735012  
IPU MS Legend 42P  
Prostock Hugo 7052T  
**SBSF MS HUGO 26Y-767064**  
MFI Blute 8094

**30 January 2016**

Smithbilt Molson 21M  
Champs Pricilla  
Anchor “T” Legend 7H  
IPU 23A Bonnie 53M  
Hermanus Double Bar D Flashy 172R  
Shawacres Jahari 50L  
Anchor “T” Graefin 72L

BW: 86. 205D: 814. EPDs: 8.8 2.6 68.9 95.6 35.4 6.9 69.9

- A bull with 7 out of 11 breed percentile rankings above average!  
- Top 3% of the breed for Milk (35.4)  
- Top 3% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight  
- Top 25% of the breed for Calving Ease  
- Top 35% of the breed for Weaning Weight  
- Above breed average for Yearling Weight  
- This Romano x Jahari combination is great! Appollo’s dam, 26Y, is a nice uddered, fancy cow that has produced many great bulls and females alike for us. A heifer went to Kin Kin Simmentals and another to Creekside Simments. 57D is an attractive, google eyed, moderate framed, big topped Romano son that will add thickness, milk and performance to your herd. Help yourself here, we think he is a good one!

---

**SBSF DICTATOR 74D**

**FULLBLOOD MALE**

-1180426-

Champs Romano  
IPU Romano 90X-735012  
IPU MS Legend 42P  
Cen Laredo 519L  
**WXR MS PASO 26P-620581**  
Pillar Bambi 6L

**10 February 2016**

Smithbilt Molson 21M  
Champs Pricilla  
Anchor “T” Legend 7H  
IPU 23A Bonnie 53M  
RICHMOND MISS CARGO 11J  
ANCHOR “T” TITANIC 22E  
ANCHOR “T” ALDINE 55C

BW: 99. 205D: 726. EPDs: 8.8 4.6 68.1 97.4 36.7 6.8 70.8

- Top 2% of the breed for Milk (36.7)  
- Top 2% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight  
- Top 25% of the breed for Calving Ease (8.8)  
- Above breed averages in Weaning and Yearling Weights  
- Here is another bull out of a great cow family we can’t say enough good things about. This bull’s dam, 26P, is another one of our oldest cows that always comes up with a good one and has given us 12 calves in her lifetime. Longevity and fertility built in here guys. Pasco just produced a sweet heifer calf this year. Some of her progeny has been sold to: Double Bar D Farms purchased the high selling bull in the 2015 bull sale, Windsor Farms also purchasing a high selling bull in the 2016 bull sale, Kopp Farms, T & M Simmentals, Ray-Wyn Farms, Peterbuilt Simmentals, Skyridge Farms and Buick Farms. Dictator is a younger, February 10th bull that will pass along milk and calving ease and performance traits to his new owner’s herd. A fancy, good haired bull that we feel is structurally correct and falls a bit behind the rest not only because of his age but because of his dam’s age and milk production. Don’t let 74D fool you……………..give him some extra time and age and he too will produce those good marketable calves we are all looking for.

---

**SBSF LIGHTNING MCQUEEN 45D**

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

-BPG1180460-

LFE Viper 455U  
Ncb Cobra 47Y-7075730  
Ncb Miss Dream 22T  
MORE’S YOUNG 115Y  
TWIN BRAE BLACK DEX 438-76124542  
TWIN BRAE BLACK SATIN

**24 January 2016**

TNT Top Gun R244  
LFE Charo 56K  
CNS Dream On L186  
NUG Sandy 500R  
TNT Dynamite Black L137  
MORES MS Sugarland 610S  
PVF-CW Rapid Fire 0195K  
TWIN BRAE BLACK JAYCEE

BW: 88. 205D: 812. EPDs: 12.8 2.0 65.5 97.6 27.5 13.5 60.3

- Top 5% of the breed for Calving Ease (12.8)  
- Top 5% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease  
- Top 20% of the breed for Birth Weight  
- Above breed averages for Yearling Weight & Maternal Weaning Weight  
- We use the AI sire Cobra on heifers for calving ease with great success and expect this bull to do the same. Lightning McQueen boasts a very impressive 12.8 calving ease number! He has a good hair coat, is moderate framed and has excelled out of a 1st calf heifer.
SBSF DIESEL 43D

- Top 15% of the breed for Milk (30.8)
- Top 20% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight
- Top 25% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease
- Above breed averages in Yearling Weight, Weaning Weight & Calving Ease
- Diesel is a moderate framed bull with lots of depth of body and large testicles. He is very soggy, small headed and clean fronted and is out of a very good producing, beautifully ud-dered cow that has done the world of good for us. 43D has a very strong EPD profile. This bull should add milk and performance and ease of calving to his offspring. Diesel may be the bull you are looking for that "Brings it all together". Another one of our "SALE FEATURES"!

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1180397-  SBSF 43D  23 January 2016
JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
CMS SOCHI 307A  -BPG793067
YR BLK PRIMADONNA 930W
SBSF RED POWERLINE 37U
SBSF TABASCO 7Z  -PG767095
SBSF TRUFFLES 10T

BW: 88. 205D: 753. EPDs:  6.0   1.8   66.1   98.6   30.8   10.5   63.9

SBSF MIDNIGHT 81D

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1180433-  SBSF 81D  26 February 2016
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
JPCC MASTER MORGAN 22B  -BPG8002528
SUN RISE BLACK 62R
SBSF VEGAS 1L
SBSF MS VEGAS 85W  -PG723893
MORE’S MS RUBY 515R

BW: 95. 205D: 810. EPDs:  5.0   3.7   72.2   103.4   30.6   5.9   66.7
- Top 10% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight
- Top 20% of the breed for Milk (30.6)
- Top 25% of the breed for Weaning Weight
- Top 30% of the breed for Yearling Weight
- Above breed average for Birth Weight
- Midnight is a smooth made, Master bull with great neck extension. His small defined head stretches into a long and deep body and exhibits a rounded hip structure. Last year’s good bull off this cow sold to Joseff & Sherrie Upgang.
SBSF CROSSFIRE 84D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1180435- SBSF 84D
29 February 2016

JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE TULA 1R
IPU BLACK HEAVYWEIGHT 64S
YR BLK PRIMADONNA 11L
IPU RED NUGGET 132N
DCR MS 299 DEST L205
D BAR C NORTHSTAR 40N
CONRAY RICOLA 1625M

BW: 94. 205D: 791. EPDs: 5.2 2.1 66.0 98.7 28.6 10.3 61.6
–Top 20% of the breed for Birth Weight
–Top 25% of the breed for Milk (28.6)
–Top 25% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease & Maternal Weaning Weight
–Above breed average for Weaning & Yearling Weight
–Our youngest black bull in our offering that is excelling right along with the other bulls. Crossfire is deep ribbed, moderate framed and has a massive rear quarter. This bull strides out well and has an excellent hair coat. 84D has the look of a herd bull written all over him.

SBSF DENALI 8D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PGI178497- SBSF 8D
11 January 2016

HOKKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
DCR MS RIBEYE N72
WS BEEF MAKER R13
WS MISS DREAMBOAT T17
KOP CROSBYSON 89Z
SBSF SUPERGIRL 41B-PGI123720
SBSF MADISSON 1M

BW: 86. 205D: 695. EPDs: 7.0 3.3 68.3 95.8 20.3 12.9 54.5
–Top 10% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease
–Top 40% of the breed for Weaning Weight
–Top 40% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease
–Denali is sired by the calving ease Beef King bull, that has been used extensively on heifers. A smaller made bull that is very correct in his structure and maintains depth of body, with muscle mass in his rib shape and hind quarter. 8D is showing good testicular development and is backed by a reliable pedigree in the 1M grandmother.

SBSF DIESEL 10D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PGI178501- SBSF 10D
12 January 2016

MUHHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R
KOP MS BENGIE 6P
HOOK’S RED QUORUM 55H
KOP MS LARRISA 16L
LRS RED REALITY 33J
SBSF LORELEI 27L
BAR 5 SIR MVP 213C
MISS MRL 147C

BW: 99. 205D: 812. EPDs: 2.5 3.4 62.8 93.0 27.9 12.0 59.3
–Top 15% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease
–Top 30% of the breed for Milk (27.9)
–Top 40% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight
–Here is a polled bull that we feel will add size and length in your calves, which in turn will produce that valued weight come weaning time. Diesel has good milk numbers and adequate middle. Another bull with an impressive weaning weight.
SBSF PROCTOR 16D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PGI1180566-  SBSF 16D

- HTP/SVF DURACELL T52
- SIS/PRS HIGH VOLTAGE 244X -PG785676
- KENCO MILEY COTTONTAIL
- PWK DYNAMITE 6T 49Y
- DMJ MISS 51B -PG1133476
- MISS DMJ 11Y

CNS DREAM ON L186
HTP SVF HONEYDEW
GWS/EBONY'S TRADEMARK 6N
JM DICE-H25-L24
WHEATLAND BULL 636S
PWK MS DYNAMITE 8N 6T
BDS MR ONLINE 42W
BDS RUBY 514R

BW: 95. 205D: 841. EPDs: 9.5 3.1 67.7 90.6 17.0 9.8 50.9

- Top 20% of the breed for Calving Ease (9.5)
- Top 30% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease
- Above breed average for Weaning Weight
- Proctor is a very correct, smooth headed, eye appealing High Voltage son. A bull with good testicular development and hair coat and is out of a good, moderate framed, solid colored dam.

SBSF DUKE 19D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1178526-  SBSF 19D

- WS BEEF MAKER R13
- WS BEEF KING W107 -PG786558
- WS MISS DREAMBOAT T17
- IPU ACCELERATOR 53U
- SBSF BUTTERFLY 81B -PG1124830
- SBSF MS VEGAS 85W

HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
DCR MS RIBEYE N72
CNS DREAM ON L186
WS MISS FULL LOAD P176
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU MS RED QUORUM 1N
SBSF VEGAS 1L
MORE'S MS RUBY 515R

BW: 98. 205D: 771. EPDs: 6.4 4.2 84.6 119.7 16.3 6.7 58.6

- Top 2% of the breed for Weaning Weight (84.6)
- Top 4% of the breed for Yearling Weight (119.7)
- Above breed average in Calving Ease and Maternal Weaning Weight
- Duke is a solid colored, red, Beef King bull with an exceptional set of EPDs! This bull should add performance, length, depth of body along with calving ease into his calves. This bull goes back to the good producing grandmother, 85W, which is also the dam of the black bull SBSF Midnight 81D that is also in this sale.

SBSF DAYTONA 23D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1178538-  SBSF 23D

- ERIXON DEALER 63Z
- ERIXON HIGH ROLLER 143B -PG1116269
- ERIXON LADY 133U
- IPU ACCELERATOR 53U
- SBSF CLARA 11A -PG797125
- SBSF PETUNIA 8P

ERIXON LADY 35T
LBR CROCKET R81
ERIXON MISS 3AL 4P
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU MS RED QUORUM 1N
KJLI THE ROCK 1L
MS GOLDIE 38L

BW: 100. 205D: 834. EPDs: 2.1 5.9 83.0 124.9 19.3 3.9 60.8

- Top 2% of the breed for Weaning Weight (83.0)
- Top 2% of the breed for Yearling Weight (124.9)
- Top 30% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight
- A smooth muscled, Erixon High Roller bull that is wide topped, deep ribbed and should go on to be an easy keeper. You will pick Daytona out with his little bit of added chrome. When analyzing this bull you will picture him as being able to produce an excellent set of steers that will tip the scales down. A real performance bull with an impressive 124.9 Yearling Weight EPD and 83.0 Weaning Weight EPD.
### SBSF ESQUIRE 37D

- Top 10% of the breed for Weaning Weight (78.4)
- Top 30% of the breed for Maternal Weaning Weight
- Top 10% of the breed for Yearling Weight (115.8)

Another Erixon High Roller bull out of a good Enticer 1st calf heifer that will get your attention come sale day. Esquire is deep bodied, has a massive hip and an extra wide top. This is a bull we are very high on with his smooth head and tucked in shoulders. 37D is getting better everyday and visitors take notice of him right away. A real performance bull that is one of our picks to be a SALE FEATURE!

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**
- PG1178555-  SBSF 37D  21 January 2016

- Erixon Dealer 63Z
- Erixon High Roller 143B - PG1116269
- Erixon Lady 139U
- Skors Enticer 91Y
- SBSF MS Entica 23B - PG1130101
- BDS Miss blk Label 31U

**BW:** 99  **205D:** 901  **EPDs:** 1.7 6.4 78.4 115.8 21.7 5.2 60.9

### SBSF SUREFIRE 86D

- Top 35% of the breed for Calving Ease (7.2)
- Top 40% of the breed for Weaning Weight (68.5)
- Top 35% of the breed for Yearling Weight (101.2)

WOW!! Take a look at this guy! A bull we can’t say enough about. Just admire his massive depth of body and outright muscle pattern. A very clean fronted bull with a small polled head and smooth tucked in shoulders. Generations of red and polled genetics built in here. Surefire will add performance and calving ease! Check this March 6th bull out, you will be impressed. Offspring off the dam of this bull have sold to Lloyd McLeod and Southam Simmentals. This guy has earned the spot as being another one of our SALE FEATURES!

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**
- PG1180437-  SBSF 86D  06 March 2016

- Svs Captain Morgan 11Z
- Jpcc Master Morgan 32B - BPG802528
- Sun Rise Black 62R
- Ipu Accelerator 53U
- SBSF Bailey 89Z - PG767080
- SBSF Patty 19P

**BW:** 98  **205D:** 749  **EPDs:** 7.2 3.0 68.5 101.2 18.7 4.6 53.0
**SBSF RED DAYTONA 52D**

**25 January 2016**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

-PG1180405- SBSF 52D

KOP CROSBY 137W
KOP CROSBYSON 89Z -PG768682
KOP MS RED QUARM 10N

IPU RED WARRIOR 29N
SBSF TAMARA 20T -PG674812
SBSF MALLORY 47M

BW: 94. 205D: 750. EPDs: 2.6 4.0 61.4 93.6 22.9 12.3 53.6

--Top 10% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease

--Here is another solid red, polled Crosbyson bull that is moderate in his structure and has ample length and quarter. His Warrior dam, 20T, has been a consistent producer in our herd. Lots of red and polled genetics here. Another bull that has a real nice disposition.

---

**SBSF RED WHISKY 55D**

**29 January 2016**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

-PG1180408- SBSF 55D

KOP CROSBY 137W
KOP CROSBYSON 89Z -PG768682
KOP MS RED QUARM 10N

IPU RED WARRIOR 29N
SBSF MS RED WARRIOR 41U -PG701590
JRTG MISS RACHEL 44K

BW: 88. 205D: 736. EPDs: 1.7 3.6 57.7 82.6 27.1 9.1 56.0

--Top 35% of the breed for Milk (27.1)

--Top 40% of the breed for Maternal Calving Ease

--Another one of Myrna's pets that has an awesome disposition, beautiful hair coat and adequate testicles. A polled, Crosbyson with an extra rib and smooth shoulders. A bull that should add Milk with the Fleck influence on the bottom side of his pedigree.
Welcome to the Premium Beef Bull Sale. We have 18 bulls consigned this year and there is something for everyone. There are performance oriented bulls in both red and black. Calving ease has been a focus for all of our bulls but there is definitely some that we feel are made for the heifer pen.

The bulls are athletic and have good feet and legs. 90% of their grain ration is oats and they get free choice hay.

All of our bulls have been tested for color and polled or it has been determined by parentage.

If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact us. We encourage you to come see the bulls at the farm any time before the sale. We are easy to find just 5 minutes south of Minnedosa or 20 minutes north of Brandon off of #10 highway.

---

**RKT Simmentals**
Rick, Kyle & Brendon Taylor
Box 1353, Minnedosa, MB R0J 1E0
Rick cell: 204 867-7551 Kyle cell: 204 867-7918
Brendon cell: 204 867-0229 email: kyletaylor_67@msn.com

---

**RKTS MONOPOLY 5D**
5D is everything we hope to see out of our first calf heifers. 76lb birth weight with an actual weaning weight over 800lbs. He has excellent muscle expression, testicles and feet. 5D’s dam is a massive barreled Godfather daughter with an unbelievable disposition. Monopoly 9B was one of our high sellers two years ago and has been used more every year in our heifer pen. Polled/Heterozygous Black.

**RKTS STERLING 8D**
8D is another heavy built bull out of a first calf heifer. Our Broker females have been great cows and 4B also comes from the great 1P cow family. 8D has performed really well and it is easy to understand when you see how deep sided and wide topped he is. Sterling also has a great disposition. 8D’s calves will impress you at calving time and the order buyers when they go to town. Homozygous Polled/Heterozygous Black.
RKTS COLOSSUS 9D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1185198- RKTS 9D
RKTS ALLIANCE 2Y
RKTS COLOSSUS 11A -BPG794619
JFRS MS 44Y
MADER P BLK RANSOM 23U
RKTS BELLA 1Z -BPG774863
RKTS DESTINY'S CHILD 1P
SHS ENTICER P1B
RKTS ALLIANCE 2Y
MADER P RAIN LABEL 28W
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
JFRS MS IMPACT 42P
REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S
ULTRA STOCKER HELEN 73L
NICHOLS BLK DESTINY D12
RKTS MISS RED DOC 9K
15
BW: 81. 205D: 691. 365D: 1361. EPDs:  8.6  1.4  93.0  22.9  10.3  53.3

RKTS COLOSSUS 11A

These Colossus calves should be well liked in Neepawa. Colossus was the high seller in the 2014 Premium Beef sale and certainly drew a crowd then. 9D's dam, 1Z, raised a good Combustible son that sold in last year's sale. She also is the grandmother of RKTS 8D (lot 27). 1Z has certainly made a name for herself around our farm and is only just coming into her prime years. 9D has great muscle shape and is clean through his front end. He will make a good herd bull for someone. Homozygous Polled/Heterozygous Black.

RKTS COLOSSUS 11D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PGI1185212- RKTS 11D
RKTS ALLIANCE 2Y
RKTS COLOSSUS 11A -BPG794619
JFRS MS 44Y
TNT TOP GUN R244
RKTS SIENNA 7X -PG751350
DXHW MS RED GOLD 46H
SHS ENTICER P1B
MADER P RAIN LABEL 28W
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
JFRS MS IMPACT 42P
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS SADIE M68
SSR RED GOLD D42
DXHW MS RED BALDY
11D is one of the heavier bulls in our offering and is out of one of our biggest cows. 7X always has one of our best calves at her side by fall time. 11D has a great temperament and the right shape. If you need a red bull that will calve well and add pounds to your calf crop 11D will fit the bill. Polled.

RKTS COLOSSUS 16D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PGI1185210- RKTS 16D
RKTS ALLIANCE 2Y
RKTS COLOSSUS 11A -BPG794619
JFRS MS 44Y
CNS DREAM ON L186
RKTS CALIFORNIA DREAMING -PG774368
RKTS SIENNA 5X
CNS DREAM ON L186
RKTS SIENNA 5X
SHS ENTICER P1B
MADER P RAIN LABEL 28W
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
JFRS MS IMPACT 42P
NICHOLS BLK DESTINY G151
CNS SHEEZA DREAM K107W
TNT TOP GUN R244
RKTS BOJANGLE 9S
116
BW: 89. 205D: 668. 365D: 1390. EPDs:  9.4  2.6  97.6  21.5  9.2  54.4

16D is one of my favorite bulls this year and when you see him you will see why. He is long bodied and soft sided. He is built a lot like his sire. His dam, 6Z, is a beautiful dark red cow that has really come into her own. 6D's grandmother, 5X, is maybe the best looking cow on the farm and usually gets spotted by visitors touring our herd. She is the kind of cow that you can never seem to have enough daughters off of. Check out his calving and growth numbers. Definitely a bull the cowboys will find. Homozygous Polled.
A couple years ago we wanted a bull with an exceptional mother that was homo polled and homo black with a white face. Apollo was an easy choice. He sires calves with deep rib shape, lots of hair and big blaze faces. 40D has that great shape to him and good testicles. His maternal pedigree traces back to the great 1P. On his sire's side you have Linne 33R whose embryos and progeny have been very popular. Her most well known son is Apollo's full brother, Springcreek Olympian 66A. Buy with confidence. I think 40D will sire the right kind. Homozygous Polled/Heterozygous Black.

45D is deep sided, clean fronted and carries the Apollo baldy face stamp. His dam is a big powerful cow that is a full sister to RKTS Alliance 2Y and RKTS Prairie Storm 1B, both former high sellers in this sale. His dam had another Apollo bull this year that looks really good. Don't overlook him, his pedigree is full of the good ones. Homozygous Polled/Homozygous Black.

Another Apollo son that has a little extra length and frame. He is a 3/4 brother to 45D. These Apollo bulls are all sound footed and athletic. Apollo himself has perfect feet and moves effortlessly. He is one of the best breeding bulls we have ever had. With that being said we are confident that these bulls will get the job done. Homozygous Polled/ Hmozygous Black.
RKTS PRIME CUT 13D

When you see 13D you will never believe he is out of a first calf heifer. He was born weighing just 72 lbs and has grown into a huge topped, heavy muscled beef bull. Prime Cut was our heaviest bull in January at 1455 lbs and surprise, surprise he is out of a Driver cow. They really do weigh like lead. His grandmother, 1P, is 13 years young, has never come in open and calved on January 6th this year. This winter we are calving 12 females that trace back to 1P with many more in the yearling replacement pen. She is a true legend around this farm. On top of all this he has a tremendous set of EPDs. Prime Cut is right for the times and is destined to do great things for someone. We would like to retain some semen for in herd use. Homozygous Polled.

RKTS COMBUSTIBLE 18D

18D is a long bodied bull that is thick and docile. He is free moving and clean fronted. 18D’s dam, 2X, is one of the elite cows on the farm that has three daughters in our herd and a son working for Corey Derochers. She always produces a good one. 18D is in the top 5% of the breed for calving ease and the top 20% for birth weight. He will sire all black, polled calves. What more could you ask for? Homozygous Polled/Homozygous Black.
MSBC SIGNATURE 8D

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1185167-  MSBC 8D  TWIN

NEW TREND WAY COOL 6W
JF SIGNATURE 3268A -BPTG116624
JF LATISHA 5153R
RED BARON HR P101
MSC MS BLACK RED BARONESS -BPG713318
TWIN BRAE BLACK MAGIC

EPDs:  8.0  2.9  70.0  99.8  26.1  9.1  61.1
8D is a small headed, small shouldered bull that has a lot of rib shape and length. His mother, 43U, has that same length and barrel. 8D has a solid set of EPDs and great hair. Homozygous Polled/Heterozygous Black.

In the spring of 2015 we had a chance to partner with RKT when we were both in search of a bull to use on heifers. The result of that was the purchase of WLB 449B. We calve our heifers on grass in April and May so calving ease and vigor are the top two requirements, the third requirement is to successfully get those heifers to re-breed. We bred 15 heifers to 449B this past year and had excellent results on all three of our requirements. The bonus was some decent performing calves to market this past fall. We have bred all the heifers to 449B for this calving season with confidence after last year’s results. Bruce Curle/Curle Farms

RKTS BARON 28D

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1185220-  RKTS 28D

KOP BLACK BARONSON 254Z
WL BULL 2542 449B -BPG9860768
WLB 223W GWEN 373Z
HART ALL IN W382
RKTS QUEEN OF HEARTS 21B -BPG1134568
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 10S

BW: 85. 205D: 772. 365D: 1449. EPDs:  5.8  2.4  68.0  90.6  24.2  9.7  58.2
When we bought 28D’s sire in partnership with our neighbor Bruce Curle we wanted a bull that we could run in our heifer pen that would give us low birth weights and calves that would hit the ground running. 449B has certainly done that. To date at our farm his sons have averaged 88lbs and heifers just 69lbs. 28D offers much more than calving ease. He is long bodied and deep sided with good testicles. His dam is a great young cow with a near perfect udder. Homozygous Polled/Homozygous Black.

RKTS BARON 38D

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1185221-  RKTS 38D

KOP BLACK BARONSON 254Z
WL BULL 2542 449B -BPG9860768
WLB 223W GWEN 373Z
R PLUS HARD ROCK 145X
RKTS ROXY 22B -BPTG1138727
MADER P BLACKGOLD 110S

BW: 85. 205D: 727. 365D: 1284. EPDs:  7.8  2.7  68.2  96.3  23.4  10.7  57.5
A good 449B son with a little extra muscle expression and thick hair coat. His mother is deep sided with a good udder and plenty of milk. 38D’s grandmother is the great Blackgold 110S donor cow. Two of the thickest bulls that we have sold in this sale were off of her. They sold in the 2014 sale. I think a group of steers off of 38D would be in high demand. Homozygous Polled/Homozygous Black.
RKTS BARON 44D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1185223- RKTS 44D
KOP BLACK BARONSON 254Z
WLB BULL 2542 449B -BPG960768
WLB 223W GWEN 372Z
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y
RKTS LORETTA 23B -BPG1136457
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 145

BW: 79. 205D: 70. 365D: 1230. EPDs: 4.1 2.3 54.8 73.1 29.0 10.4 56.4

Another good 449B son that has a tidy front end and a small head. He is out of a nice little black baldy heifer with a very good udder and lots of milk. 44D himself has a good milk EPD. 449B is a great breeding bull and usually runs with heifers from March until fall time. If you need to add a calving ease bull to your herd give these Baron bulls a good look. Homozygous Polled/Homozygous Black.

RKTS GANGSTER 35D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1185192- RKTS 35D
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X LRX THE GODFATHER 141Z
RKTS GANGSTER 24B -BPG1132664
RKTS DESTINY’S DREAM 4U
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
JFRS MS 44Y -PG747796
JFRS MS IMPACT 42P

BW: 101. 205D: 790. 365D: 1478. EPDs: 7.6 4.1 71.7 105.3 21.2 7.0 57.1

35D is a bigger framed, deep sided, soggy made bull. His dam, 44Y, is the mother of RKTS Colossus 11A. 44Y has a lot of milk and always raises one of our biggest calves. If 35D’s calves are born as easily as the Colossus calves have been his new owner will be very happy. If you are interested in having more pounds of calf to sell in the fall consider 35D. Homozygous Polled/Heterozygous Black.

RKTS BOOTLEGGER 36D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1185200- RKTS 36D
R PLUS 7077T DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268 -PG782330
TNT MISS W70
DESTINY BUCKEYE
RKTS BUCK CHERRY ZZ -PG774385
SNAKE CREEK SETH 2S

BW: 105. 205D: 684. 365D: 1234. EPDs: 6.6 6.5 64.5 91.6 20.0 6.0 52.3

36D is a moderate, thick, big ribbed Bootlegger son. He comes from a medium sized cow that is as wide as she is tall. Like this bull she has a great disposition. He is also dark red and has a big tool box underneath him. Polled.
RKTS DRIVER 59D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1185194-  RKTS 59D

SPRINGCREEK LINER 1045
SPRINGCREEK DRIVER 1352 -BPG760650-
SPRINGCREEK BK STORMY 61T

MMJB BLACK BEAR 10W
MSBC MISS BLACK BEAR 32 -BPG790305-
ELLINGSON POWERLINE 5609

BW: 96. 205D: 909. 365D: 1531. EPDs: 4.4

59D is wide topped with a lot of middle to him. The Driver sons have been popular in Neepawa. You might remember the explosive young Driver bull that was our high seller last year going to Triple T Diamond. 59D’s mother is a beautiful Black Bear daughter that has a near perfect blend of thickness and femininity. Like all Black Bear daughters, her udder is very good. If you like them thick you will probably have 59D marked. Polled/ Homozygous Black.

RKTS RECOIL 33D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
1188810  RKTS 33D

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER 111X
LRX THE GODFATHER 141Z -PG766393-
LRX MS ACE 10X

CG BLACK NUGGET 25N
CG BLACK OPAL 652S -BPG659799
CG BLACK OPAL 214 M

EPDs: 5.0 4.6 105.6 22.4 4.4 58.1

33D will have lots of admirers in Neepawa. He is heavy muscled and has lots of guts. He is smooth shouldered and has great testicles. 33D is an E.T. calf out of the great Opal 652S cow. If you keep replacements or sell heifers an Opal son is a wise investment. We have built a small herd of Opal daughters and they are all easy keeping, good uddered, functional cows. Homozygous Polled/ Heterozygous Black.

OFFERING 93 BULLS
40 Reds 38 Blacks 15 Fullbloods
88 are polled
Welcome to Workman’s section of the Premium Beef Sale. To start off, the bulls have been fed a steam rolled ration made up of 90% oats and 10% barley supplied by Master Feeds.

This year we feature a strong group sired by MRL Red Whiskey which includes maternal bothers to high sellers from years past, also bulls sired by the $75,000 Red Mountain, Vision, Exclusive and our calving ease specialist Boundary Odin 103Z.

We did some pollex testing early so those results are in the catalog with more sent later so those results pending. If you need a second opinion please call Darren. We work hard to raise maternally strong bulls that will produce those sought after replacement females and market topping male calves. I believe the bulls are worth a look. They are thick, well muscled, good haired, are very maternal by their EPDs and many have the added bonus of being homo polled. I did not put in any feature lots for the simple reason that the red bulls for the most part are very similar and this would be the best group of blacks that we have brought to Neepawa.

Call or stop in at the farm any time prior to the sale. Thanks for attending the sale!

**PWK RED GIBSON**

52Y 9D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE

- PG1165685- PWK 9D

TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268
MRL RED WHISKEY 101B - PG1116711
MRL MISS 677V
SUNNY VALLEY WISE GUY 80W
PWK MS RUBY 18U 52Y - PG770406
PWK MISS RUBY 10R 18U

08 January 2016

DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
TNT MISS W70
KOP CROSBY 137W
MRL MISS 355T
RLA REDSTREAM 152S
SUNNY VALLEY MS TONI 45ST
WHEATLAND BULL 636S
PWK MISS RUBY 10R

EPDs: 6.6 3.9 73.9 111.1 25.2 10.8 62.2
Homo Polled. This would be our first of 8 Red Whiskey calves on offer. Solid red, moderate birth weight, lots of hair and not to mention thick. The dam of this bull is one that we should flush as she has produced both herd bulls and productive heifers, all to date have been homo polled also. Not to mention her absolute perfect udder. 52Y has a son working at Lawson Davie of Neepawa and a heifer at X-T’s of Swift Current. She weaned Gibson off at 1002lbs on Sept. 4th. Check out the balanced set of EPDs. Herd bull time here!

**PWK MOUNTAINEER**

45A 11D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE

- PG1165687- PWK 11D

IPU RED WESTERN 49X
KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z - PG766259
KWA MS ROCK 14X
MRL 91Y
PWK MS DESTINY 2T 45A - PG840510
PWK MS WINCHESTER 10R 2T

08 January 2016

WS BEEF MAKER R13
IPU52NPOCAHONTAS215U
KWA MS BARON 9L
KWA MS BARON 5L
KWA MS BARON 8U
KOP CROSBY 137W
MRL MISS 493U
WINCHESTER HR P8315
PWK MISS RUBY 10R

BW: 74. 205D: 827. 365D: 1417.
EPDs: 13.5 -0.6 54.4 81.2 35.7 14.0 62.9  Gestation of 285 days.
Hetero Polled. Here is our one and only Red Mountain, heifer bull approved. Don’t be fooled by this guys small birth weight, he weighed in at 1282 on the 14th of December. 11D is super soggy, big middled and has a beautiful hair coat and out of a real nice Destination second calver that raised our high selling bred heifer selling this fall at the Shades sale to Ashworth Farm and Ranch. Check out 11D’s EPDs - above average on CE, Milk and MCE.
The only red blaze we have and he is a good one. 13D has a lot of top, a big hip and a real good hair coat. The 35T cow has been a strong producer for us and at 10 years of age she has a great udder. 35T has two sons working at Kevin Wood’s of Minto, son at Bob Elliot of Carberry, son at David Rhodes of Virden, a heifer at Dillon Milliken of Pipestone and two daughters working in our herd.

A High Stakes that is dark red, heifer bull approved. We used High Stakes on all our red heifers last year for his calving ease and maternal strengths. He calved great, all the heifers calved unassisted. 16D has a great set of EPDs for calving ease and maternal. The 44B cow calved again early this year with a light birth weight, short gestation. Red Whiskey bull calf.

Homo Polled. When it comes to these Red Whiskey calves the footnotes could read much the same as they are all very similar. A maternal bull to the 16D calf (Lot 47) as 44B and 52A are full sisters. Solid red bull that is put together in a moderate package that has a big hip, long spine and a nice hair coat. As with her full sister 44B, 52A comes in a smaller package with a nice, well attached udder.
Here is a black bull that has a bunch of chrome and out of the real popular Vision bull. This calf has done nothing but get better every day, with a real balanced set of EPDs. The dam is also a blazed face black cow with a nice udder with a shot of Fleck. The old reliable Anchor "T" Legend on the bottom side should make for a real cow maker. 146W has a daughter at Downhill Simmental and a son at Lowen Sigfuson of Oakview. 21D has more than adequate middle, length and hip.

Red Stakes was the winner in the 205 day adjusted weight at 926lbs! He may have came small but he did nothing but grow, herd bull written all over him at a very young age. It was an MRL Destination 91Y daughter that raised our high seller last year going to Beechinor Bros for $25,000. Both the sons and daughters off him have worked really well. 22D was just shy of 1300lbs on December 14/16 so his performance continued after weaning. 15B has calved again with another herd bull prospect. Red Stakes is very maternal. Just check out his EPDs, milk at 38.4 and maternal calving ease at 14.9, way above avg., not to mention his dark red color, big middle, square hip, good hair coat and a disposition second to none.

Homo Polled. Red Bourbon was the highest weaning calf at 1020lbs on Sept 4th. What's amazing about this is that she raised both calves all summer bringing in over 1800lbs of calf by weaning. We do not usually keep twins but this guy puts it all together, wide top, big middle, huge hip, homo polled, beautiful hair coat and looks to have a more than average tool box. 87Y is a Wise Guy sired female, so you'll notice a number of our top performing bulls have been off his daughters. Red Bourbon was also the heaviest on Dec 14th at 1360lbs. 87Y has a son working at Don Dickinson of Carberry and two daughters are working in our herd. Dam of 87Y is 16W who also has a real good Red Whiskey consigned to the sale. This guy won't be hard to find sale day!
PWK SHOBOY 96W 31D

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1165875- PWK 31D

WHEATLAND NITRO 64X
WHEATLAND BULL 215Z-BPG78477
WHEATLAND LADY 982U
GWS EBONY'S TRADEMARK 6N
MAR MAC SHOGIRL 96W-BPG708737
MAR MAC SASSY LADY 39S

TJ78 HR
WHEATLAND LADY 351N
WHEATLAND BULL 680S
WHEATLAND LADY 228M
WLE POWER STROKE
NJC EBONY ANTOINETTE
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
MAR MAC SASSY 27P

BW: 98. 205D: 742. 365D: 1371.
EPDs: 7.4 3.2 53.9 22.6 6.2 49.6

Homo Polled/Homo Black. Very nice solid black Exclusive calf here that is moderate framed, has tremendous hair, good disposition and adequate testicle development. 96W was purchased from Mar Mac Farms as a high seller out of the Keystone sale a couple few years back. We have a couple of daughters milking off 96W that have real nice udders and are producing well, heifers so far.

PWK RED ROYAL

10X 32D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PGI1181859- PWK 32D

TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268
MRL RED WHISKEY 101B-PGI1116711
MRL MISS 677Y
TNT GUNNER N208
MISS XAVIERA 10X-PG731057
TRI-R MS RED DESIGN 8U

DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
TNT MISS W70
KOP CROSBY 137W
MRL MISS 355T
RC STINGER 072K
TNT MISS HONEY L9
KS RED BY DESIGN N968
TRI-R MELODY 12M

EPDs: 7.5 4.1 74.1 104.1 23.4 11.3 60.5

Homo Polled. I know I'm repeating myself from previous sales but here is another son that is out of a cow that just keeps putting bulls in this sale year after year. 32D comes in a moderate package, moderate birth weight, loose made with a tremendous hair coat. 10X is a big powerful, solid red cow that just keeps pumping out bull calves. She has another bull calf on the ground this year. 10X has sons working at Perkin Land & Cattle of Elgin, Greg Fraser of Carman and Boyd Mullin of Cartwright. 32D was second heaviest at weaning at 1010lbs on Sept 4th, with an adjusted weight of just under 900lbs. The Red Whiskey calves were our heaviest sire group and are so similar - wide topped, big ribbed, square hipped and lots of hair.

PWK OAKWOOD

30Z 39D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PGI1165882- PWK 39D

TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268
MRL RED WHISKEY 101B-PGI1116711
MRL MISS 677Y
WHEATLAND BULL 15X
PWK MS BUGZ 64W 30Z-PG790111
BLCC MISS EDITION 64W

DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
TNT MISS W70
KOP CROSBY 137W
MRL MISS 355T
WHEATLAND BULL 680S
WHEATLAND LADY 515R
TH BLACK EDITION BR
BLCC MISS 116N

BW: 102. 205D: 813. 365D: 1319.
EPDs: 7.2 4.3 67.5 100.2 20.3 10.9 54.1

Homo Polled test pending. Here is another Red Whiskey, same as earlier, moderate framed, loose made, wide topped, big ribbed and heavy haired. The 30Z cow is solid red out of two black parents. Both her and her dam, 29C, have had bulls in this sale before. Last year’s bull went to Lorne Broustal of Ashern and she has a heifer working at McRuer Simmentals of Boissevain. Both have calved again early in the calving season so fertility and productivity built in. I missed him when we sent our poll tests away earlier but should have results by sale time.
I know I keep saying the same about the Red Whiskey sons but they do have performance, lots of middle, hip, depth, top, hair and they are very similar in their makeup and 41D is no exception. The 24Z cow is a pet around the farm as she was Tyler’s last 4H heifer. A nice uddered, low maintenance cow that has a full brother on the ground this year whose birth weight is under 100lbs. 41D is a performance bull with a respectable 205 day of 855lbs.

Homo Polled/Homo Black. Explosion is a perfect name for 45D. He came small and just took off, 205 day over 900lbs and a yearling weight over 1500lbs. Another high performing bull raised by one of those awesome Destination females. 45D is an outstanding solid black herd bull prospect with a great disposition that won’t be hard to find sale day. 17A’s first bull calf went to David Rhodes of Virden and she has a heifer calf on the ground this year.

48D is out of a bull we sold a couple of years ago in this sale to Tymarc in Alberta. We purchased a heifer from them at their fall female sale. A moderate framed, soggy, big hipped bull with a ton of testicular development.
**PWK ROYAL OAK**

16W 49D

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

- **PG1165890-** PWK 49D

- **TNT BOOTLEGGER Z268**
- **MRL RED WHISKEY 101B -PG1116711**
- **MRL MISS 677Y**
- **WS BEEF MAKER R13**
- **PWK MS BEEF 2T 16W -PG718846**
- **PWK MS WINCHESTER 10R 2T**

- **MRL RED WHISKEY 101B -PG1116711**
- **KOP CROSBY 137W**
- **MRL MISS 355T**
- **HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K**
- **DCR MS RIBEYE N72**
- **WINCHER HHR P8315**
- **PWK MISS RUBY 10R**

- **DCR MR MOON SHINE X102**
- **TNT MISS W70**
- **KOP CROSBY 137W**
- **MRL MISS 355T**
- **HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K**
- **DCR MS RIBEYE N72**
- **WINCHER HHR P8315**
- **PWK MISS RUBY 10R**

**BW:** 104. 205D: 920. 365D: 1477.

**EPDs:** 7.2 5.4 88.1 134.0 24.2 10.7 68.3

Homo Polled. Smooth made, solid dark red calf out of again Red Whiskey. A power bull here that is wide topped, huge middle, square hip and has a ton of performance. 205 day over 900lbs. The dam of 49D is probably the biggest Beef Maker you will find. Blood red with a ton of capacity, she is the grand dam of 25D and also has a heifer at Come As U R Simmentals of Storthoaks, SK along with a first calf heifer working at home. Check out the EPDs on 49D, average to above average all across the board.

---

**PWK DENRAY**

61A 60D

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

- **BPG1165907-** PWK 60D

- **OLF ODIN US**
- **BOUNDARY ODIN 103Z -BPG766286**
- **BOUNDARY STORM 70X**
- **MORE'S TANK 108Y**
- **PWK MS VELVET 16X 61A -BPG840516**
- **DOWNHILL MS VELVET 16X**

- **ELLINGSON LEGACY M229**
- **OLF LADY TRIATHLON S655**
- **REMINGTON ON TARGET 25**
- **BOUNDARY STORM 13T**
- **SPRINGCREEK TANK 57P**
- **HAAS RANCH U42**
- **DOWNHILL MR RED 7U**
- **BDM BARBIE DOLL 301T**

**BW:** 87. 205D: 918. 365D: 1360.

**EPDs:** 14.1 -0.4 68.3 105.2 30.4 11.0 64.9

Homo Polled/Hetero Black. Smooth made solid black calf out of our walking herd sire, Boundary Odin 103Z, a calving ease specialist. Lots of length, middle, hair and a middle of February calf. We ran Odin with the cows for clean up after AI in 2015 and the results were great. This is a real good herd bull prospect out of a More’s Tank female. As we calved his daughters we are finding the value in them. A Tank daughter raised the high weaning weight heifer calf over all two years in a row. Check out the EPDs on 60D, way above for calving ease and for milk.

---

**PWK DUNLOP**

19A 61D

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

- **BPG1165908-** PWK 61D

- **OLF ODIN US**
- **BOUNDARY ODIN 103Z -BPG766286**
- **BOUNDARY STORM 70X**
- **MRL 91Y**
- **PWK MS DESTINY 318W 19A -PG840502**
- **BLCC MISS RED 318W**

- **ELLINGSON LEGACY M229**
- **OLF LADY TRIATHLON S655**
- **REMINGTON ON TARGET 25**
- **BOUNDARY STORM 13T**
- **KOP CROSBY 137W**
- **MRL MISS 493U**
- **LAZY S BLACK 823P**
- **BLCC MISS 29R**

**BW:** 76. 205D: 962. 365D: 1446.

**EPDs:** 18.2 -2.4 57.8 89.3 36.0 13.9

Homo Polled/Hetero Black. A Boundary Odin that is a solid black, heifer bull approved with enough power to be used on cows also. 61D has that extra length, adequate depth, smooth made with a small head. 19A produced our high selling bull at last year’s sale going to Beechinor Bros in Alberta for $25,000. 19A was AI’d but went an extra cycle and rebred to Odin. Well she caught this year to Red Mountain and moved up 6 weeks to the start of calving with a heifer calf. The Destination females just keep rising to the top raising the high performing cattle on our farm. Check out 61D’s EPDs, way above average on CE and milk.
Welcome to the 2017 Premium Beef Bull Sale. We have 25 bulls on offer this year, which we are very proud of. We feel we have something for everyone. Our herdsires have exceeded our expectations once again this year from the meaty Advantage sons, to the very thick made Big Buff sons and the very attractive Moneystripes. Don’t overlook our exceptional 2 year old we have in the sale this year as he is one hell of a herdsire prospect!! We also have some very powerful bulls off of some very popular A.I. Sires.

Please feel free to stop by the farm. We would love to show you the bulls and their mothers in their own environment. Or don’t hesitate to give me a call. All bulls can also be viewed on our website at www.simmentalbreeders.ca

If we don’t catch up beforehand I hope to see you all at the sale!!

---

**NAC ANDROID 113C**

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1152164-  NAC 113C  23 February 2015

Hetero Black / Homo Polled. A really top herdsire prospect! We absolutely love this guy! He is the true definition of beef! Meat from head to toe, this guy is the real deal. He moves great, is super thick and very powerful. His mother is a black blaze cow with a tidy udder. If you want to add thickness, 113C will do the job!

---

**NAC 176C**

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1160699-  NAC 176C  06 December 2015

GIBBY’S REAL DEAL 25T
BLCC MR REAL DEAL 22Y  -P758847
BLCC MISS HOUSTON 93W
ACS OUTLAW 430P
NAC TRISH 54T  -BPG988014
HAAS RANCH G148

BW: 91. 205D: 770. 365D: 1591. EPDs: 5.8 5.5 82.5 121.8 22.0 7.1 63.3

Homo Polled. A really long bodied, half Fleckvieh blaze face bull with a little extra age. His dam is a solid black cow with lots of milk. I think this guy would work well on a set of solid red cows. He should add the blaze face, pounds and if you want to keep replacement females he is a top choice!
**NAC ADVANTAGE 9D**

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  
-BPG1190900-  NAC 9D  08 January 2016

Homo Black / Homo Polled. Absolutely love this bull! He is very wide topped, deep bodied and loose hided with a wide butt end. 9D is very clean headed and always has that look-at-me attitude. His dam is a very good Trustin daughter that is very long and deep bodied with lots of milk. These Advantage sons carry a lot of meat and muscle to them and 9D rises to the top in these attributes. One of my favorites.

**BW: 98. 205D: 822. 365D: 1406. EPDs:   4.3   3.8   75.0   107.7   20.3   6.4   57.7**

**NAC JOKER 15D**

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  
-BPG1194967-  NAC 15D  11 January 2016

Hetero Black / Homo Polled. A Black Joker son that is very long bodied and densely muscled. He doesn't carry any waste on him at all. His dam is one of my favorite black cows. When this guy throws you daughters I would keep every one. Black Joker makes great cows and 105X is a top notch cow.

**BW: 91. 205D: 751. 365D: 1263. EPDs: 2.1 4.0 65.2 94.9 22.7 7.6 55.2**
NAC ADVANTAGE 20D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1190885-  NAC 20D  13 January 2016
LFEBISS BLACKADVANCE 426U
ACS ADVANTAGE 340A -BPTG840122
CCR MS DEW TIME 8001U
SPRINGCREEK RASHAD 12W
NAC RASHAD 4Y -BPG771163
NAC 13U
REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S
LFE BILLY 80M
HTP SVF IN DEW TIME
CCR MS JOKER 3028N
TNT KNOCK OUT R208
SPRINGCREEK LINNE 49R
NAC MASTER 24M
XPP JOHN'S DEVRA
BW: 94. 205D: 740. 365D: 1303. EPDs: 4.1 3.7 73.1 109.3 21.0 4.7 57.5
Hetero Black / Homo Polled. A full brother to this guy sold to Clay McPeak last
year. This guy reminds me a lot of his brother; very thick, lots of meat, typical
Advantage son. His dam is a very long, thick topped cow with a good udder.

NAC FLAMETHROWER
33D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1183550-  NAC 33D  16 January 2016
LFE PLAYMAKER 447X
SRH FLAME THROWER 272 -PG778403
SRH MISS BANDIT 76S
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
TWIN BRAE TORI 125T -PG965386
CONRAY NATASHA 212S
LFE BACARDI 4625
LFE CRUEL INTENTIONS 194T
D BAR C NORTHSTAR 40N
CONRAY BANDIT 1068P
CONRAY MISS BANDIT 76S
CONRAY NATASHA 825N
BW: 104. 205D: 668. 365D: 1305. EPDs: 5.8 5.2 63.1 86.7 26.1 7.9 57.7
Every year we are asked about a good buckskin colored bull. This guy has that
color, nice clean front end and good depth of body. His dam was purchased
from Chescus a few years ago and has done very well. She is extremely
deep bodied and has a ton of milk.

NAC BIG BUFF 34D
FULLBLOOD MALE
-1183549-  NAC 34D  16 January 2016
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
DOUBLE BAR D BIG BUFF 243 -1133605
MFI MISS GERALDINE 9259
MFI FUSION 5238
CJB CANDY FF 75Y -P756832
CJB CINDERELLA FF 32U
CJB CANDY FF 75Y -P756832
CJB CINDERELLA FF 32U
EPDs: 5.3 2.7 54.2 75.4 37.0 4.0 64.1
Non dilutor. A super thick, wide topped son of Big Buff. He is very meaty in a
moderate frame. His dam is a dark red, polled Fullblood cow with a super nice
udder with lots of milk. The Big Buff sons come easy and grow very thick. What
more could you want.

NAC BOOTLEGGER 35D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1183548-  NAC 35D  16 January 2016
DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
TNT BOOTLEGGER 2268 -PG782330
TNT MISS W70
3D TRUSTIN 47T
NAC TRUSTIN 11Y -PG771165
NAC RED 1R
R PLUS 7077T
DCRM SHEARCROCK US02
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS S47
KENCOMMPOWERLNE 204L
STF MISS DESTINY 73K
STF MUCH MORE K300
NAC KARRIE 12K
BW: 97. 205D: 784. 365D: 1374. EPDs: 9.2 3.2 64.5 93.8 23.7 10.5 56.0
Hetero Polled. A thick, wide topped, deep bodied son of Bootlegger with great
length. His dam is a solid red, tanky, Trustin daughter with a good udder. This
guy should sire a great set of steers.
NAC ADVANTAGE 38D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG194570-  NAC 38D

LFEBISS BLACKADVANCE 426U
ACS ADVANTAGE 348A -BPTG840122
CCR MS DEW TIME 8001U
3D TRUSTIN 47T
NAC 112X -BPG750871
NCK RAMONA 85R

BW: 96. 205D: 807. 365D: 1429. EPDs: 4.3  4.3  78.7  114.4  20.1  6.7  59.4
Homo Polled. A very powerful Advantage son. He is a heavy haired, wide
topped bull with great length and a super quarter. His dam is a solid black,
deep bodied cow with a great udder. If you want to add some performance
and pounds 38D will fit the bill.

NAC ABSOLUTE 39D

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1194787-  NAC 39D

LFE STRAIT UP 454W
WFL ABSOLUTE 51Y -BPG754744
WFL MS BLACK FLASH 988U
SPRINGCREEK RASHAD 12W
NAC 27B -BPG1166846
NAC 54W

BW: 81. 205D: 838. 365D: 1416. EPDs: 8.5  2.2  64.5  95.4  16.3  49.9
Homo Black / Homo Polled. An Absolute son that started small and grew
well. He is clean fronted, very long and should calve very easy. Absolute is
a fool proof calving ease sire at our place. I think you could use this guy in
the heifer pen or on cows with no calving trouble. His dam is a black Rashad
daughter with a nice tidy udder.

NAC ADVANTAGE 40D

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1194564-  NAC 40D

LFEBISS BLACKADVANCE 426U
ACS ADVANTAGE 348A -BPTG840122
CCR MS DEW TIME 8001U
SPRINGCREEK RASHAD 12W
NAC 1382 -BPG758174
VIRGIN'S MS PIN-UP

BW: 93. 205D: 740. 365D: 1318. EPDs: 4.1  4.7  74.6  108.4  27.1  4.0  59.1
Homo Black / Homo Polled. Another Advantage son with good thickness.
His dam is a blaze face cow with a very tidy udder. She is also the mother
of the two year old we have in the sale. These Advantage bulls are working
very well for our customers and 40D should do the same.

NAC BIG BUFF 64D

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1183530-  NAC 64D

MFI JEREMIAH 9022
DOUBLE BAR D BIG BUFF 243 -1133605
MFI MISS GERALDINE 9293
JHSN FIRESTONE 7W
JHSN SIENNA 261Y -BPG777653
JHSN MISS TEDDY 26X

BW: 98. 205D: 761. 365D: 1351. EPDs: 2.7  4.6  59.4  80.5  27.1  3.7  56.8
A solid red half Fleckvieh bull out of a black dam. 64D is really long out of a
moderate framed, well uddered female we purchased from the Johnstons.
NAC BIG BUFF 41D

POLLED FULLBLOOD MALE
-PI1194966-  NAC 41D 19 January 2016

Here is a polled full Fleckvieh son of Big Buff. 41D is moderate framed, very stout and easy fleshing. He has a great haircoat and is very loose hided. The Big Buff calves have been very consistent. They come easy and then grow well into a thick moderate framed package. Tested DL free.

NAC STYLE 55D

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG11183543-  NAC 55D 21 January 2016

Hetero Black / Homo Polled. If you are looking for a very stout, loose hided, good quartered bull be sure to check this guy out. 55D is a very attractive bull that always catches your eye. His mom is a super Blackjack daughter with a picture perfect udder. I have said it before but really mean it when I say I wish I had more of these females. They raise awesome calves and 55D is that! Little different twist to his pedigree. 55D should be on your list.
NAC STRAIGHT UP 60D  
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
-BPG1173521-  
NAC 60D  
25 January 2016  
Homo Black / Homo Polled. NAC 60D Straight Up is a very strong fronted, wide hipped, round quartered, all around solid bull. He is sired by the very well known AI sire Absolute and has the powerful Mar Mac Miss 32B cow on his bottom side, who is a very long bodied, deep sided, excellent milking daughter of TNT Tanker. Straight Up has also been shown several times alongside his mother who won many red ribbons on the summer show circuit. I hope you like Straight Up as much as I do…. besides how else would you want a shot of Absolute other than Straight Up.

NAC ADVANTAGE 65D  
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
-BPG1183531-  
NAC 65D  
26 January 2016  
Hetero Black / Hetero Polled. Solid black Advantage son with a well muscled quarter. His dam is a solid red Rushmore daughter that is moderate framed with a great udder.

NAC FLAMETHROWER 67D  
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
-PG1183533-  
NAC 67D  
26 January 2016  
Brockle faced, buckskin colored Flame Thrower son out of a good Fullblood cow we purchased from the Chescus. 67D is moderate framed, deep bodied and loose hided. His mother has a good udder and has lots of rib.
NAC ROGAR 69D

**POLLED FULLBLOOD MALE**

- **NAC 69D**

**ROGANT**  
**MRLN ROGAR -T331207**  
**GOLDL**  
**EMIL**  
**NAC EMIL 62Y -P771171**  
**CJB TAMARA 38T**

**BW:** 94.  
**205D:** 701.  
**365D:** 1258.  
**EPDs:**  5.6   4.8   60.7   90.3   27.3   10.4   57.7

Super stout, polled full Fleckvieh son of Rogar. We have used Rogar for years and they are cattle that really work. 69D is very well muscled, low set and easy doing. His dam is a dark red, goggle eyed daughter of Emil with a tidy udder.

---

NAC FULL THROTTLE 74D

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

- **NAC 74D**

**WHEATLAND BULL 680S**  
**3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483A -BPTG735481**  
**CROSSROAD RAMONA 375R**  
**BAR KR TORNADO 2T**  
**SCISSORS XANTARA 31X -BPG731973**  
**SCISSORS REAGAN 42R**

**BW:** 96.  
**205D:** 826.  
**365D:** 1410.  
**EPDs:**  4.4   5.5   73.2   113.3   14.1   5.3   50.7

Hetero Black / Hetero Polled. If you like to buy a herdsire out of a great producing cow 74D is the one. He is very stout, extremely easy fleshing in a moderate package. Clay McPeak bought her son last year and Perry Koroscil the year before. We also sold a high selling bred at the Hoedown sale to Swan Lake Farms a few years ago. 74D will make a great easy fleshing herdsire that should thicken up a set of calves and add a super haircoat!

---

NAC ADVANTAGE 76D

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

- **NAC 76D**

**LFEBISS BLACKADVANCE 426U**  
**ACS ADVANTAGE 348A -BPTG840122**  
**CCR MS DEW TIME 8001U**  
**MJ RED ROCK 49M**  
**NAC RED ROCK 141Y -PG7711680**  
**NAC NANNY 38N**

**BW:** 98.  
**205D:** 838.  
**365D:** 1448.  
**EPDs:**  2.3   6.5   73.6   103.1   19.2   1.7   56.0

Hetero Polled. A powerful, red Advantage son with a blaze face. He has great depth of body and a good quarter. His dam is a red blaze face cow with a good udder. 76D should add some pounds to his calf crop.

---

NAC POWER TOOL 78D

**BLACK POLLED ½ SIMMENTAL MALE**

- **NAC 78D**

**G A R PREDESTINED**  
**PA POWER TOOL 9108 CANAN1794344**  
**SHAMROCKS BEEBEE QUEEN 3905**  
**KOP CROSBY 137W**  
**NAC 4B -PG1167150-**  
**KOP MS KO DI AK 616T**

**BW:** 86.  
**205D:** 783.  
**365D:** 1361.  
**EPDs:** N/A   4.0   64.4   91.1   25.0   7.7   57.2

Hetero Polled. Something different for us here. This is a half blood bull sired by Power Tool, a calving ease Angus bull we used on a handful of heifers. His dam is a solid red Crosby daughter. 78D is very stout and solid with a low birth weight.
NAC MONEYSTRIPE 90D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1179756- NAC 90D
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
EGC MONEYSTRIPE 82A -BPG785517
EGC MS 105S
3D TRUSTIN 47T
NAC 54W -BPG733650
DOUBLEBAR D BLK DESIRE23N
SHS ENTICER P1B
JDF PEPSI 61U
EGC BOLD CAT 49M
EGC MISS 600U 34J
KENCOP/MF POWERLINE 204L
X-T MISS DESTINY 73K
DRIFTING “M” LP 59L
ULTRAPOWERMISSUNSLAY31J
BW: 96. 205D: 752. 365D: 1309. EPDs: 1.8 5.6 74.9 112.0 19.7 9.6 57.2
Homo Polled. A long bodied, red blaze face Moneystripe son out of a very
good, solid black cow with a great udder. We are calving some Moneystripe
dughters and are very impressed to say the least. I am sure we will be
bringing out some good sons of theirs in the future.

NAC MONEYSTRIPE 100D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1179707- NAC 100D
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
EGC MONEYSTRIPE 82A -BPG785517
EGC MS 105S
BLCC MR BLACKJACK 93X
NAC 26Z -BPG791676
NAC CASIDY 129X
EPDs: 1.6 6.4 75.4 111.9 19.2 10.1 56.9
Homo Black / Homo Polled. A very long bodied, wide topped, attractive
looking bull. Many visitors have picked him as a favorite in the pen this year.
His dam is another good Blackjack female with an awesome udder. 100D
will definitely add some growth and pounds without sacrificing calving ease.

NAC ADVANTAGE 102D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1179710- NAC 102D
LFEBISS BLACKADVANCE 426U
ACS ADVANTAGE 349A -BPTG840122
CCR MS DEW TIME 8001U
WINDMILL DOMINO 131P
NCK MISS NORTHERNLIGHT46U -BPG724267
NCK MADISON 55M
BW: 97. 205D: 743. 365D: 1228. EPDs: 3.9 4.8 73.0 103.4 24.7 10.2 61.2
Hetero Black / Homo Polled. A super stout, moderate framed, well muscled
Advantage son. His mother is a very powerful, deep bodied black cow with
lots of milk. This guy should add a little white to his calf crop hopefully giving
you that money stripe that is in such demand.

NAC SHERIFF 117D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1180255- NAC 117D
KUNTZ MARSHALL 12Y
KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A -PG794268
PEACOCK’S LIL NETTIE 23Y
3D TRUSTIN 47T
NAC 6B -PG1129191
NAC 89U
BW: 97. 205D: 772. 365D: 1231.
EPDs: 8.8 3.2 73.0 103.4 24.7 10.2 61.2
Homo Polled. A Sheriff son with a lot of growth that is deep body and loose
hided. His mother is a real nice, solid red heifer with lots of milk. 117D should
provide calving ease along with great performance.
Welcome to the 2017 Transcon Premium Beef Simmental Bull Sale from Bert’s NR Simmentals. This year we have 8 bulls for your appraisal. The group consists of calving ease and performance bulls, black or red, and 7 of them are homo polled. We sell our bulls here at the Premium Beef Bull Sale and a select group of females at the Pembina Triangle Simmental Association Sale in Cypress River in early November – both sales professionally managed by Transcon Livestock.

Bert’s NR Simmentals has a website (www.BertsNRSimmentals.com) that showcases our program, including our foundation females, sale offerings and a snapshot of life on the farm and the show road.

If you have any questions about our bulls, please don’t hesitate to contact us or the staff at Transcon Livestock.

Norbert, Pam, Sam & Nathan de Rocquigny
Box 147 Haywood, MB R0G 0W0
Cell: 204.745.7930 or Home: 204.379.2443
Website: www.BertsNRSimmentals.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/BertsNRSimmentals

BERTS DAKOTA 7D
- RGR 86
- 07 January 2016

A solid brown, long spined Revelstock son with excellent performance. He has good structure, moves out well and will cover a lot of cows. His dam is a beautiful Lakota cow we purchased out of the Kopp dispersal. His full brother was one of our high selling bulls last year that went to Johnston Stock Farms in SK. Homo polled.

BERTS DEPUTY 18D
- RGR 87
- 14 January 2016

A solid good coloured red bull with lots of performance and thickness throughout. Mothered by a Scout mama we purchased from Sunny Valley a few years ago. Homo polled.
BERTS DEMATRO 17D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1162897-  NRD 17D  14 January 2016
An outstanding solid black Cobra son that has a moderate birth weight. As you can see he has a heavy hair coat. He has a sound structure, a good disposition and a great Mom. Homo polled by parentage.

BERTS DUDE 4D
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-BPG1161550-  NRD 4D  06 January 2016
A very nice solid black package here with a tremendous hair coat, good disposition and large testicles. Born to a Full Throttle heifer that has a ton of maternal power in her pedigree. Homo polled by parentage.

BERTS DIESEL 21D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1162898-  NRD 21D  15 January 2016
Massive amount of hair on this Revelstock son! His dam is a good milking Edition cow that has had sons sold to Eagle Ridge Simmentals, Eric Linde and a daughter to Massinon Farms.
BERTS DONALDSON 8D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1162895-  NRD 8D
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
ERIXON REVELSTOCK 41A -PG785076
ERIXON LADY 10U
IPU ACCELERATOR 53U
SBSF MS ACCELERATOR 4Y -PG780764
SBSF TRUFFLES 10T

BW: 97.  205D: 683.  365D: 1286.  EPDs:   3.4   3.9   75.0   122.5   20.5   6.5   58.0

A dark red, blaze face Revelstock son. You have to admire the disposition on these Revelstock progeny – they are definitely easy to work with! 8D’s dam is a hard working Accelerator daughter that milks very well. A full sister sold to Firdale Simmentals last fall and a three quarter brother is working at Gerrard Farms. Homo polled.

BERTS DRAKE 3D
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG1161549-  NRD 3D
KUNTZ MARSHALL 12Y
KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A -PG784268
PEACOCK’S LIL NETTIE 23Y
KOP CROSBY 137W
BERTS MS SOCHI 38B -PG117702
KOP MS KODIAK 15U

BW: 74.  205D: 685.  365D: 1322.  EPDs:   12.9   0.8   69.6   101.1   28.3   14.5   63.1

Another awesome dark red hair coat on this smooth polled Sheriff son. He also is out of a first calver, this time out of a nice Crosby female. She has a good heifer calf on the ground this year off the $165,000 WFL Westsco. NRD 3D would also be a good choice for the heifer pen. Homo polled.

BERTS CONNOR 54C
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
-PG116062728-  NRD 54C
KUNTZ MARSHALL 12Y
KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A -PG784268
PEACOCK’S LIL NETTIE 23Y
LRX THE GODFATHER 141Z
BERTS MS BETH 6B -PG1117682
IPU MS. TOUCHDOWN 46X

BW: 62.  205D: 661.  365D: 1176.  EPDs:   17.4   -3.4   58.1   80.9   26.4   12.8   55.5

We have two sons this year out of the easy calving Sheriff bull. 54C is out of an awesome first calver Godfather daughter who goes back to our IPU 46X cow that has done a fabulous job for us to date. He has adequate muscling, a medium brown colour and big testicles. With built-in calving ease and a tonne of maternal strength, Connor is the right bull for the heifer pen. Homo polled by parentage.
Thank you to our 2016 buyers.

* denotes multiple purchases

3 K Holdings, MB *
Antrim Simmentals, MB
Beechnor Bros. Simmentals, AB
Doug Paulgaard, AB
Benson Stock Farms, MB
Sig Sky Simmentals, MB
Brucklyns Farms Inc., MB
Cameron Land & Cattle Ltd., AB
Carpathian Cattle Co., AB
Cotton Wood Cattle Co., MB
Creekside Cattle Co., MB
Currah Farms Ltd., MB *
D & S Stock Farms Ltd., MB
DK Farms Ltd., MB
Fern Creek Simmentals, SK
Geisier Cattle Co., MB
Homestead-T Simmentals, MB
J & S Ferguson Ltd., MB
James Creek Simmental, ND
Johnson Stock Farms, SK
JP Cattle Co., MB
McDonald Stock Farms, MB *
McRuer Stock Farms, MB
Michiels Bros, MB
Norton Simmentals, AB
O Double E Simmentals, AB
Pedersen Farms Ltd., MB
Percyview Farms Ltd., SK
Ramsey Stock Farms, MB
RJG Farms Ltd., MB
Roenda Stock Farms, MB
Rose Lake Farms, MB
Salmon Farms Ltd., MB
Sandy Bar E Ranch, MB
Sigfusson Farms Ltd., MB
Sun Star Simmentals, AB
David Mohr, AB
Sunny Valley Simmentals, SK
Triple S Land & Cattle Co. Ltd., MB
Triple T Diamond Simmentals, MB
Windsor Farms, MB
WLB Livestock, MB
Andrew Addis, MB
Andrew Brigden, MB
Anton & Ingrid Kreutner, MB
Bill & Ken Knaggs, MB
Bill Simpson, MB
Brian Johannesson, MB
Calvin Rekydal, MB
Clay McPeak, ND *
Cory Davie, MB
Dale McLenehan, MB
David Rhodes, MB
Fred & Gail James, MB
Gordon Evenson, MB
Gregory Bondar, SK
Henry Thornborough, MB
John Bernier, MB
Johnny Dubyk, MB
Josef & Sherrie Upgang, MB
Ken Koch, MB
Lawson Davie, MB
Leonard Bergen, MB
Lorne Broustal, MB
Miranda Friesen, MB
Nathan Zipick, MB
Sheldon Popadyneck, SK
Terry & Loretta Young, SK
Wayne Peters, MB

Terms & Conditions

TERMS - The terms of the sale are cash, cheque, VISA, Mastercard, or Interac, payable at par at sale location. There will be a 3% administration fee on all VISA or Mastercard purchases applied to the buyer’s invoice. The right of property shall not pass until after settlement is made. Transcon Livestock Corp. reserves the right to require a certified cheque as settlement before releasing any sale cattle. Should any purchaser fail to settle for his purchase Transcon Livestock Corp. reserves full power to resell the animal to the best advantage either publicly or privately, without further notice. Any loss arising from such resale together with keep and all other expenses shall be payable by the defaulter. All settlements must be made with the clerks of the sale before any cattle will be released.

BID - Every animal consigned to the sale must be sold by auction. No private sales will be allowed except as otherwise provided for in the terms and conditions. No by-bidding will be permitted. Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder.

SALES TAXES - Applicable sales taxes will be charged on semen, embryos and trucking fees (if listed), respective to the home province of the buyer, not the seller.

DISPUTES - In cases of disputes, bidding will be reopened between the parties involved. If no further bid is made the buyer will be the person from whom the auctioneer accepted the last bid. The auctioneer’s decision in such matters will be final.

PURCHASER’S RISK - Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold. Animals will be cared for at the purchaser’s risk for a reasonable length of time.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED - The information contained in this catalog is believed to be true and accurate. However, the information has been supplied by the seller and neither Transcon Livestock Corp. or Jamesway Enterprises Ltd. assume any responsibility if the information supplied is not accurate.

CATTLE PICTURES - The images in this catalog are believed to be accurate representations of the individual animals. Transcon Livestock Corp. and Jamesway Enterprises Ltd. assume no responsibility if the images as received have been altered.

ANNOUNCEMENTS from the auction block will take precedence over the printed matter in the catalog. Buyers are therefore cautioned to pay attention to any such announcements.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY - A registration/recording certificate issued by the applicable breed association and duly transferred will be furnished to the buyer of each animal after settlement has been made. It is the responsibility of the buyer to determine the acceptance of this certificate in any other association.

SHIPPING - Assistance will be given in making shipment after the sale but no risk is assumed by the Sales Management or Seller. Expenses incurred are the responsibility of the purchaser. Purchasers are requested to furnish shipping instructions when making settlement.

BREEDERS GUARANTEE - As per applicable Canadian Breed Association Breeding Guarantee guidelines. Copies are available at the sale settlement desk to be picked up by the buyer at any time. In no event shall the seller be responsible for reimbursing more than the purchase price.

EXCEPTION TO GUARANTEE - In cases where the animal is subjected to any hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques after the sale, the guarantee shall be null and void.

HEALTH - It is the buyer’s responsibility to determine health requirements for importing any animal into his province or state. Transcon Livestock Corp. assumes no responsibility for the health status of any animal in the sale.

ACCIDENTS - Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort of buyers, neither the Sales Management, auctioneer, consignors or Association assumes any responsibility in this matter and disclaims any liability legal or otherwise in the event of accident or loss of property.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS - The above terms and conditions of the sale shall constitute a contract between the buyer and the seller and be equally binding to both. Resale of animals following purchase in this sale shall constitute a separate transaction and the rights and obligations of the two parties connected thereto are not covered by the terms and conditions of this sale.

TRANSCON LIVESTOCK CORP. IS AGENT ONLY - It is to be clearly understood that Transcon Livestock Corp. is only acting as a medium between buyer and seller and is not in any way responsible for any failure on the part of either party to live up to his obligations, neither does Transcon Livestock Corp. assume any financial obligations to collect or enforce collection of any monies between parties, and any legal action that may, in exceptional cases, be taken, must be between buyer and seller.

The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse bids from anyone who has a previous record of default in payment or who has not made proper credit clearance prior to the sale with the owner or Sale Managers.

Thank you to our 2016 buyers.
Transcon’s
Premium Beef Bull Sale

Wednesday, MARCH 15, 2017, 1:00 p.m.
Beautiful Plains Ag Complex, Neepawa, MB